Nicole Close
Nicole deserves ROCS RECOGNITION because she not
only sets an example of academic excellence but exemplifies
empathy, caring and concern for the community. She took
the time to write a warm, heartfelt sympathy note to a
member of our community who had lost a loved one.

NOMINATOR: Debra Cave

Maryan “Nelson” Portillo Torres
Nelson deserves ROCS RECOGNITION for April. I have had
Nelson in class for two years. This year I feel like he has been
empowered by his own decision to learn and improve his
English. He not only dedicates himself to completing his
assignments, but he is always interested in checking the quality
of his work. He is newly excited by his growing abilities. As a
result, he has become a great example for his classmates.
Nelson always has a smile and tries his best to communicate in
English. He is a pleasure to have in class.
NOMINATOR: Justine Springberg

Talia Reo
Talia deserves ROCS RECOGNITION because she has
shown great development of her leadership this year. She
takes initiative when working with a team. She helps her
team moderate disagreements or confusion and makes sure
everyone in the team knows how to contribute meaningfully.
NOMINATOR: Tamara Molina

Anthony Pizzi
Anthony deserves ROCS RECOGNITION because he is an
excellent leader among his peers. He is a model of respectful
and fun behavior to others, and when working in a team,
encourages his team members to focus on their goals and to
get the job done!
NOMINATOR: Tamara Molina

Madelyn Tuite
Madi deserves ROCS RECOGNITION because she is a
wonderful classroom community member, always arriving in
class with a smile. She engages her peers in a positive way,
and is willing to work with anyone, without hesitation. Her
contagious smile make others feel comfortable in class.
NOMINATOR: Tamara Molina

Ms. McTavish's Chamber Choir
Chamber Choir deserves ROCS RECOGNITION for their
behavior at their district assessment event in March. According to
a parent who chaperoned them, she was "so impressed by the way
they presented themselves both on stage and off. They were polite,
respectful of their surroundings before and after the performance
and courteous to each other. The group has a very diverse
make-up of different races, genders, sexual orientations and
socio-economic backgrounds all of which have no bearing on their
friendships or voices. Everyone of them belongs on the ROCS
poster - they all embody the best of Yorktown!"
NOMINATOR:

Bridget Loft

Charlotte Terry
Charlotte deserves ROCS RECOGNITION because she is a
respectful and caring member of our Yorktown community.
She takes a sincere interest in the well-being of her peers,
and actively seeks to make others feel welcome and valued.
Charlotte reaches out to students grades 9-12, and through
gestures large and small, reminds them daily that there is
someone in their life that is excited to see them and cares
about their well-being.
NOMINATOR: Brian Bersh

Sam Levy, Jack Vizzard, Will Fineman,
Braeton Oliver
Sam, Jack, Will, and Braeton deserve ROCS
RECOGNITION because toward the end of their major film
project, they ran into a significant glitch and had to rewrite
portions of their script and change their plans. This was
very disheartening, and while frustrated, they all maintained
positive attitudes, worked together as a team, and despite
being given the option of an extension, finished the film on
time. Their flexibility and teamwork are admirable.
NOMINATOR: Rachel Sadauskas

Lui Shipper
Lui deserves ROCS Recognition because of his leadership,
generosity, and kindness towards others in French class. A
strong and successful language student, Lui is always ready
and willing to lend a helping hand to struggling peers in
need. He sets a positive example for others by working hard
and consistently exceeding expectations. Furthermore, he
welcomes every challenge with a smile on his face, never
complaining about the task at hand.
NOMINATOR: Christine Bonnefil

Henry Marshall
Henry deserves ROCS Recognition because he is a kind
young man who takes time out of his days to come say hello
to both me and his mentees before 8th period. When
confronted with a problem - be it academic, social, or
emotional - he asks for advice before acting, demonstrating a
deliberateness and thoughtfulness that is not commonly
seen. He is an excellent student and human, and is
constantly reflecting on his actions to see how he can do
better next time.
NOMINATOR: Ms. Erin Coen

